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Abstract

Speakers have been shown to alter their speech to resemble that of their conversational partner.
Do speakers converge with their interlocutor’s baseline, or does convergence stem from conversational properties that similarly affect both parties? Using the Switchboard Corpus, this paper
shows evidence for speakers’ convergence in speech rate to the other party’s baseline, not only to
conversation-specific properties. Study 1 shows that the method for calculating speech rate used in
this paper is powerful enough to replicate established findings. Study 2 demonstrates that speakers
are mostly affected by their own behavior in other contexts, but that they also converge to their
interlocutor’s baseline, established using the interlocutor’s behavior in other contexts. Study 2
also shows that speakers change their speech rate in response to the interlocutor’s characteristics:
speakers speak more slowly with older speakers regardless of the interlocutor’s speech rate, and
male speakers speak faster with other male speakers.

I

A

INTRODUCTION

Overview

Humans have a tendency to mirror one another. A person interacting with someone who shakes their
leg or touches their face during conversation is significantly more likely to also take part in these actions (Chartrand and Bargh, 1999), and even newborn infants imitate facial expressions (Meltzoff and
Moore, 1983). Speech is no exception to this phenomenon. When speakers are engaged in conversation, various aspects of their speech appear to undergo change and become more similar to those of
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their interlocutors. The literature refers to this phenomenon by a variety of names (e.g., convergence,

accommodation, alignment, synchrony, entrainment). Entrainment and alignment typically refer
to speech-mirroring as an automatic process (e.g. Pickering and Garrod, 2004). Accommodation is
associated with more communicational theories (e.g. Communication Accommodation Theory, Giles
et al., 1991). This paper uses the more theory-neutral term convergence as it does not investigate the
mechanisms that lead to mirroring in speech.
Convergence in speech rate is particularly tricky to capture. There are two possible driving factors behind a speaker’s observed speech rate similarity with their interlocutor within a conversation. One factor is the interlocutor’s baseline speech rate. A speaker may speed up in response to a fast-speaking interlocutor, which critically implies that the interlocutor’s speech rate has an influence over the speaker’s
speech rate. The other factor is the conversation itself: a pleasant conversation and a heated argument
are likely to have different properties regardless of speaker-specific aspects. These conversation-level
influences may cause both speakers in a conversation to speak quickly because they are speaking on
an intense topic, for example. Most previous research does not distinguish between the two (not mutually exclusive) potential factors, limiting what can be inferred from their findings. The influence of
conversation-level factors does not necessitate convergence with the other speaker’s speech rate, only
adaptation to the properties of the conversation. This paper focuses on the direct influence of interlocutor speech rate, and shows that speakers are indeed affected by their interlocutor’s baseline speech
rate.

B

Background

1

Social aspects

There are many factors that have been found to affect degree of convergence. Social attributes such
as differing levels of likability and attractiveness of the interlocutor, as well as membership in the
speaker’s ‘in-group’ (or lack thereof) have all been shown to affect convergence (Beebe, 1981; Mulac
et al., 1988; Purcell, 1984). In particular, group differences in degree and form of convergence have
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been found between male and female speakers (Hannah and Murachver, 1999; Kendall, 2009; Babel,
2012).1
Research has suggested that women generally converge more than men (Bilous and Krauss, 1988;
Gallois and Callan, 1988; Willemyns et al., 1997), though such results are often small and complex.
Additional effects have been found on the interaction between speaker sex and interlocutor sex.
Kendall (2009) found that speech rates were more strongly affected by the interlocutor’s sex than by
the speaker’s sex– both male and female speakers talked in a similar, slow rate when interviewed by
a woman, and faster when the interviewer was a man. Other studies showed that although women
converge more than men, mixed-sex pairs appear to converge the most (Levitan et al., 2012; Namy
et al., 2002). In contrast, Pardo (2006) looked only at same-sex interactions and found that male-male
pairs showed the greater degree of convergence.
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Measuring convergence

We can consider a model in which A..Z are speakers conversing with a number of other speakers. For
convenience, we will use S to denote the speaker and I to denote the interlocutor. We will denote the
speech of S while speaking with I as SI , and the speech of I while speaking with S as IS . The speech
of S while speaking with everyone except I will be denoted S¬I , and the speech of I while speaking
with everyone except S will be denoted I¬S . We will use this notation to discuss the methodologies
our study and previous studies use to measure convergence.
Previous work has measured phonetic convergence using a variety of methods. One method of testing
convergence is to use third-party similarity judgments (Namy et al., 2002; Goldinger, 1998; Pardo,
2006). Other instrumental methods, such as measurements of speech rate and vowel formants, can be
run on repeated words in a lab setting (Babel, 2012), but typically involve a comparison of a speaker’s
speech in one conversation with their interlocutor’s speech in that same conversation, relative to various
baselines (comparing SI with IS , as in e.g. Street, 1984; Levitan and Hirschberg, 2011; Pardo, 2006;
Sanker, 2015). For instance, Levitan and Hirschberg (2011) compare a speaker’s speech (SI ) to three
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reference points: their interlocutor’s speech (IS ), the speech of random conversants the speaker did
not speak with (various XY ), and the speaker’s speech when speaking with conversants other than the
interlocutor (S¬I ).
The convergence found by such methods could have been caused by conversational factors, e.g. how
well the conversation was going, the topic of conversation, or how well-liked both parties wished to
be. Fluent conversation, where the interlocutors “click” and the interaction is going well, is known
to elicit speech features associated with excitement, high sociability, and good mood, while awkward,
stalled conversations would induce a reduction in those features (Fónagy and Magdics, 1963; Murray
and Arnott, 1993; Öster and Risberg, 1986). Participants in conversation may change their speech in
the same way to achieve the same social goal, rather than as an effect of convergence. For example,
speakers who use faster speech rates are viewed as more competent, whereas more average speech rates
are associated with likeability, and speakers may change their rates to fit these impressions (e.g. Smith
et al., 1975; Brown, 1980; Putman and Street Jr., 1984). In addition, certain topics might elicit different
speech behavior. A person recounting a recent funeral they had attended may have a slower speech rate
than while recounting a recent wedding, regardless of interlocutor. Any direct comparison of speakers
within a conversation (between SI and IS ) has the potential to be affected by these conversational
factors. To find strict convergence to a partner’s speech rate, it is necessary to rule out these additional
influences.
Results from other studies would suggest that there are non-conversation-specific effects to be found.
Webb (1972) found speech rate convergence in a study which controlled interviewer (interlocutor) behavior by pre-recording interviewer responses and placing the interviewer in a separate room from the
interviewee (speaker). This eliminated the possibility of the speaker having some influence on the
interviewer’s speech rate, and in addition eliminated visual cues, such as facial expression and body
language, from having an influence on the speech rate of the speaker. Similarly, an innovative study by
Staum Casasanto et al. (2010) controlled interlocutor speech rate by using a virtual speaker in a virtual
reality environment. The virtual speaker spoke in either a fast or slow rate while speaking with partic-
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ipants about items in a virtual store using a limited set of responses. They found that only speakers in
the fast speech condition increased their rate from baseline, showing convergence to the fast-speaking
virtual interlocutor. The designs of both studies do eliminate most conversation-specific effects. However, the interlocutors in both experiments were limited in their responses, and as a result the designs are
limited in ecological validity and were only able to capture categorical effects. The highly-controlled
designs additionally did not allow for straightforward analysis of the interaction between interlocutor’s
demographics and convergence.

C

New method to calculate convergence

This paper proposes that in order to separate conversational influences from the underlying effect of
the interlocutor’s speech rate, a speaker’s speech in conversation (SI ) should be compared to their interlocutor’s baseline speech rate calculated using only speech outside of that conversation (I¬S ). If
averaged over a number of conversations, this baseline measurement can be an accurate measurement
of a particular speaker’s specific and individual speech rate preferences. The method described eliminates possible conversational effects, and analyzes only the convergence based on baseline rate. The
Switchboard corpus (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997), in which participants took part in multiple conversations, is ideal for these calculations.
Working with the Switchboard corpus has several additional benefits. The Switchboard corpus provides a large collection of naturalistic data with a number of demographic annotations. There are 543
speakers in the corpus (compared to e.g. Babel, 2012, who had 107 speakers, the highest number of participants among the studies mentioned above), and conversations include both same-sex and mixed-sex
pairings. The large number of conversations provides the ability to test for more fine-grained gradient
effects as well as interactions of sex with convergence and speech rate. In addition, more casual conversations are more likely to avoid effects caused by non-natural lab settings or interview environments
(see Willemyns et al., 1997).
Study 1 (section III) replicates known speech rate findings to demonstrate the competency of the pro5

posed method of measuring speech rate, described in section II.B. Study 2 (section IV) measures convergence as suggested above to exclude the influence of conversational factors, and additionally investigates the effect of different demographic variables on convergence.

II

STUDIES OVERVIEW: MATERIALS AND METHODS

A

Switchboard Corpus

The Switchboard Corpus (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997) contains about 2400 annotated telephone conversations between strangers. Each speaker was paired randomly by computer operator with various
other speakers; For each conversation one of 70 possible topics was assigned for discussion between
speakers. Each conversation in Switchboard provides two data points: the speech of each of the conversants. For each caller, the corpus provides a number of demographic details.
The manually corrected word duration alignments of the corpus produced at MS State (Harkins et al.,
2003) are used. The corpus provides 4876 conversation sides, but only 4850 had information identifying the caller.

B

Speech rate

Each word’s expected duration was taken to be the predicted duration of that word using the median
duration of that word across the entire Switchboard corpus, the length of the utterance, and the distance
to the end of the utterance (in words) as predictors. Medians were used because the distribution of word
durations is not symmetric. The length of the utterance and the distance to the end of the utterance were
included because it has been shown that both of these factors can affect rate of speech (Yuan et al., 2006;
Quené, 2008; Jacewicz et al., 2010). The resulting measure approximates actual duration, but is less
noisy as it is not affected by utterance-specific effects. The mean (245ms for both) and median (202ms
for actual, 208ms for expected) are close between the two distributions, but the interquartile range
(IQR) is greater for actual duration (190ms) than for expected duration (145ms). Abstracting from
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noise means that expected duration captures non-contextual effects more easily, e.g. a mixed effects
linear regression (using word as a random intercept) that uses log frequency to predict expected duration
has greater absolute t values (t=-29.23) than an equivalent regression that predicts actual duration (t=25.45).

Utterance expected duration was defined as the sum of the expected durations of all words in the
utterance, excluding silences, uh, um, and oh (henceforth “filled pauses”). Utterance duration was
defined as the time from the beginning of the first word in an utterance which was not a silence or
filled pause until the end of the last word in that utterance which was not a silence or filled pause, but
including intermediate silences and filled pauses. Pointwise speech rate at the level of an utterance
was defined as the ratio between utterance duration and utterance expected duration. Thus, an utterance
whose expected duration is 5 seconds that took 4 seconds to produce would have a pointwise speech rate
of 4/5=0.8 (fast), while if the same words took 8 seconds to produce, the pointwise speech rate would
be 8/5=1.6 (slow). This methodology follows research in psycholinguistics that compares actual values
to expected values (e.g. word duration in Bell et al., 2009), and in particular Cohen Priva (2017), who
measured speech rate based on the ratio between actual duration and expected word duration, averaged
across a conversation.
It should be noted that utterance-medial silences and filled pauses were used to calculate the actual
duration of an utterance, but not the expected duration of the utterance. Doing so collapses two ways
in which speech rate can vary: the variation in the duration of the words being used, and the duration
and quantity of silences and filled pauses.
All models described below attempt to predict the speaker’s speech rate in a conversation (SI ). The
speaker’s speech rate was calculated as the mean of the log pointwise speech rates of all utterances
having 4 or more words. Shorter utterances were removed because many of these are backchannels,
such as yeah and uhuh, which may have different behavior. In addition, both the speaker’s and the
interlocutor’s baseline speech rate were calculated using the mean speech rate of that caller in other
conversations (S¬I and I¬S , respectively). Not all speakers took part in other conversations, making
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this calculation impossible for some speakers. Conversations in which either side did not participate in
additional conversations were therefore excluded from further analysis, resulting in 4750 conversation
sides and 481 speakers (a loss of 2.1% of the data points and 11.4 % of speakers).

C

Predictors of speech rate and speech rate convergence

The Switchboard corpus provides several demographic details: sex (M/F), year of birth (translated to
age by deducting year of birth from 1991), education (ordinal: 0=less than high school, 1=less than
college, 2=college, 3=more than college, with 4 missing values), and broad dialectal regions. Sex and
age are studied below to investigate to what extent they (a) affect speakers’ speech rates, replicating
previous results, and (b) affect rate of convergence.2

D

Statistical models

All models described below use standardized speech rate as the predicted value in a mixed effects linear regression model. The lme4 library (Bates et al., 2015) in the R software package (R Core Team,
2016) was used to fit the models and provide t-values. The lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al.,
2015), which encapsulates lme4, was used to estimate degrees of freedom (Satterthwaite approximation) and calculate p-values. All numerical predictors were standardized as well. All models used the
interlocutor, conversation, and topic identity as random intercepts. Study 1 also used the speaker as
a random intercept. For binary predictors (speaker and interlocutor sex), we converted the reference
level (“FEMALE”) to 0, and the non-default value (“MALE”) to 1.
We used R’s p.adjust function to FDR-adjust (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) p-values for multiple
comparisons in each model separately.
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III

A

STUDY 1: REPLICATING ESTABLISHED FINDINGS

Introduction

Previous studies observed age and sex-based differences in speech rate. In general, younger speakers
have been found to have faster rates than older speakers (Duchin and Mysak, 1987; Harnsberger et al.,
2008; Horton et al., 2010), and male speakers slightly faster rates than female speakers (Jacewicz et al.,
2010; Yuan et al., 2006; Kendall, 2009). Any method that studies speech rate convergence should
also be able to accurately measure speech rate, and for this reason this paper seeks to validate our
measurement of speech rate by replicating known speech rate findings.

B

Methods and materials

The list of conversations described in section II was used. Sex, age, and their interaction were used as
fixed effects.
The models described in this paper use a random intercept for conversation. The random intercept
captures the possibility of conversation-level deviations from the predictions of the other variables, but
crucially allows both conversants to move in the same direction relative to what they would otherwise
do: both speak faster or slower beyond what the other predictors predict. The model presented below
was significantly better (model comparison p<10-15 ) than a minimally different model that excluded
conversation as a random intercept. We considered an alternative in which conversants do not move in
the same direction, but toward one another (i.e. they converge) using a conversation random slope for
a special dummy variable that was -.5 for one side of the conversation and +.5 for the other side of the
conversation (sides were designated by the corpus, we did not attempt to use other possible divisions).
That model was not significantly better than a model that did not include the random slope or the
random intercept (model comparison p>.9). We therefore use per-conversation random intercepts.
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C

Results

Older speakers were more likely to have a slower rate of speech (β=0.22, SE=0.054, t=4.137, p<10-4 ,
FDR-adjusted p<10-4 ). Male speakers were overall more likely to have a faster rate of speech (β=0.39, SE=0.076, t=-5.151, p<10-6 , FDR-adjusted p<10-5 ). Age did not affect male and female speakers
differently (β=-0.08, SE=0.076, t=-1.044, unadjusted p=0.297, FDR-adjusted p=0.297). The results
are also provided in Table I.
Table I: Study 1 results summary. Estimates, standard errors and t values calculated by the lme4
package. Degrees of freedom and unadjusted p-values calculated by the lmerTest packages, using
Satterthwaite approximation. FDR-adjusted values (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) calculated in R
using the p.adjust function. Significant effects after FDR-adjustment are in bold.
Variable
age
spkr. sex
age × spkr. sex

Estimate

Std. error

df

t

Unadj p

FDR-adj p

0.2239
-0.3912
-0.0795

0.0541
0.0760
0.0762

468
472
470

4.137
-5.151
-1.044

4.2e-05
3.8e-07
0.297

6.3e-05
1.1e-06
0.297

Figure 1 visualizes the effect of age on speech rate in the dataset using the average of each speaker’s
speech rate in that speaker’s conversations.

D

Discussion

Previous results in the speech rate literature found men to speak slightly faster than women, and younger
speakers to speak faster than older speakers. These findings are replicated here using a novel method
of calculating speech rate. This serves to validate that this method does accurately capture speech rate
and can be used to measure convergence in speech rate, or lack thereof.
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Changes in speech rate by speaker age
3
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Figure 1: Changes in speech rate by age. Age is measured in years. Speech rate is calculated as
mean utterance duration divided by the utterance expected duration, as described in section II.B. Each
speaker’s speech rate is averaged over the conversations in which that speaker took part. Other controls
that are present in Study 1’s model are not controlled for in the figure. The lines represent the correlation
between age and speech rate, by sex, as calculated by a linear regression.
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IV

A

STUDY 2: CONVERGENCE

Introduction

The method taken in the following study, described in section I.C, checks to what extent speakers
converge with their interlocutor’s baseline rate, rather than conversational pressures common to both
parties in the conversation.
In addition to checking whether speakers converge to the other party’s baseline rate, we wanted to
know whether some speakers converge more or less than other speakers. For instance, do older people
converge as much as younger people do? We investigated whether demographic properties affect the
degree to which the interlocutor’s baseline rate affect the speaker’s speech rate.
Lastly, we considered the possibility that modification to speech rate may be categorical, rather than
affected by convergence per se. For instance, if speakers speak more slowly to older interlocutors
regardless of how fast their interlocutors speak, we can consider this a categorical effect.

B

Method and materials

The dataset is the same as the one used in the Study 1, as described in section II.B. First, this study compares two predictors for speech rate: the speaker’s baseline speech rate, estimated from their conversation with other interlocutors (S¬I ), and the interlocutor’s baseline speech rate, estimated from their
conversations with others (I¬S ). Both estimates are described in section II.B. Both baseline speech
rates were added as predictors to the mixed effects linear regression model predicting the speaker’s
speech rate, as described in section II.D. A significant effect of interlocutor baseline speech rate would
indicate that the speaker’s speech rate in conversation is affected by their interlocutor’s baseline speech
rate.
The speaker’s baseline speech rate in other conversations is expected to be highly collinear with the
intercept fitted by mixed effects models to each speaker. Such high collinearity would keep more com-
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plex models from converging. Therefore, we initially tested in a model that contained only these two
simple effects whether it was necessary to include speaker as a random effect using model comparison
(Kuznetsova et al., 2015). Indeed, the model was not significantly better if speaker identity was included as a random intercept (p>.9). Similarly, a per speaker random slope for interlocutor’s baseline
speech rate did not improve the model (p>.9). Random intercepts for speakers and per-speaker random slopes for interlocutor’s baseline speech rate were therefore removed from further consideration.
Conversation as random intercept significantly improved the model (p<10-15 ) and a per-conversation
side random slope did not improve the model (p>.9), as in Study 1. Conversation is therefore used as
a random intercept in this model as well.
The introduction of baseline speech rates to the model has an implication on the predictive power of demographic variables for predicting speaker’s speech rate. Assigning each speaker their own individual
baseline speech rate as a predictor assumes that speakers can have any speech rate, regardless of age or
sex. Therefore, variance explained in the replication study by speaker’s demographic variables would
likely instead be attributed to their baseline speech rate, and demographic variables would have little to
no effect when speaker’s baseline rates are included in the regression. Thus, the speaker’s demographic
variables are not included in the model used in Study 2.
In contrast, the interlocutor’s demographic variables can affect the speaker’s speech rate: speakers may
change their speech rate in response to the interlocutor’s identity. The same holds for the interactions
between the interlocutor’s demographic variables and the speaker’s demographic variables: response to
the interlocutor’s identity may be conditioned on the speaker’s own identity, e.g. men may speak faster,
but only with other men. Such effects can be either simple effects or interact with the interlocutor’s
baseline speech rate. Simple effects would indicate that speakers categorically speak faster or slower
when speaking with people with certain demographic background. Interaction between demographic
variables (both the speaker’s and the interlocutor’s) and the interlocutor’s speech rate would indicate
that demographic variables affect convergence: e.g. perhaps people converge more when speaking with
male interlocutors. We therefore included several additional variables:
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• The age (standardized) of the interlocutor, as well as its interaction with the (standardized) age
of the speaker:
– Interlocutor age
– Interlocutor age × speaker age

• The sex of the interlocutor (female as the default), and its interaction with the sex of the speaker:
– Interlocutor sex
– Interlocutor sex × speaker sex

• Interactions between the interlocutor’s baseline speech rate and all other variables, including
speaker’s baseline speech rate:
– Interlocutor baseline × speaker baseline
– Interlocutor baseline × speaker age
– Interlocutor baseline × interlocutor age
– Interlocutor baseline × interlocutor age × speaker age
– Interlocutor baseline × speaker sex
– Interlocutor baseline × interlocutor sex
– Interlocutor baseline × interlocutor sex × speaker sex

C

Results and discussion

We list the full results in Table II.
Speaker’s baseline speech rate had the most significant effect on their own speech rate in a conversation
(β=0.79, SE=0.0088, t=90.015, p<10-15 , FDR-adjusted p<10-15 ). The interlocutor’s baseline rate had
a smaller yet significant effect on speakers’ speech rate (β=0.054, SE=0.019, t=2.804, p<0.01, FDR-
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Table II: Study 2 results summary. Estimates, standard errors and t values calculated by the lme4
package. Degrees of freedom and unadjusted p-values calculated by the lmerTest packages, using
Satterthwaite approximation. FDR-adjusted values (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) calculated in R
using the p.adjust function. Significant effects after FDR-adjustment are in bold.
Variable
spkr. baseline
intloc. baseline
intloc. age
intloc. sex
spkr. baseline × intloc. baseline
intloc. baseline × spkr. age
intloc. baseline × intloc. age
intloc. age × spkr. age
intloc. baseline × spkr. sex
intloc. baseline × intloc. sex
intloc. sex × spkr. sex
intloc. baseline × intloc. age × spkr. age
intloc. baseline × intloc. sex × spkr. sex

Estimate

Std. error

df

t

Unadj p

FDR-adj p

0.7940
0.0540
0.0249
0.0099
-0.0176
0.0025
-0.0079
-0.0230
0.0084
-0.0009
-0.0676
0.0040
-0.0561

0.009
0.019
0.010
0.023
0.010
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.025
0.027
0.027
0.007
0.034

4341
921
348
618
2623
4394
424
2475
4470
1051
3772
4262
4456

90.02
2.80
2.53
0.42
-1.78
0.28
-0.86
-2.32
0.34
-0.03
-2.48
0.54
-1.63

<2e-16
0.0052
0.0120
0.6726
0.0749
0.7793
0.3877
0.0203
0.7368
0.9738
0.0132
0.5906
0.1041

<2e-16
0.034
0.043
0.844
0.162
0.844
0.630
0.053
0.844
0.974
0.043
0.844
0.193

adjusted p<0.05). The positive coefficient indicates convergence: when speaking with an interlocutor
who spoke slowly or quickly, the speaker’s speech rate changed in the same direction.
The interlocutor’s baseline rate was a significant predictor of speaker’s speech rate in conversation,
indicating that speakers did converge to their interlocutor’s baseline rate, in support of many previous
findings on convergence. These results would suggest that convergence is not solely based on conversational factors, i.e. the flow or topic of the conversation, but also on some base properties of the
interlocutor’s speech. The effect may be direct or indirect, in that the interlocutors’ different speech
rates may affect some intermediate factor (e.g. conversation flow) in a predictable way, and thereby
affect the speakers’ speech rate. The method we take here is not able to separate these (not exclusive)
alternatives.
The effect of speaker’s baseline rate was an order of magnitude greater than the effect of interlocutor
baseline rate. The large difference between the effect of speaker’s baseline rate and interlocutor’s
baseline rate on speaker speech rate suggests that speakers are more consistent than they are convergent,
and rely much more on their own baseline. In addition, the high consistency of speaker’s speech
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rate across conversations implies that the baseline rates are fairly reliable estimates for each speaker’s
behavior in a given conversation.
Interlocutor age had a significant effect on speaker speech rate (β=0.025, SE=0.0099, t=2.527, p<0.05,
FDR-adjusted p<0.05). The positive coefficient of this variable indicates that speakers were categorically slower while speaking with older speakers, regardless of the interlocutor’s baseline speech rate.
In addition, there was a negative interaction in the unadjusted model between interlocutor age and
speaker age, suggesting that possibly older speakers spoke faster to other older speakers, younger
speakers spoke faster to other younger speakers, or both, but the effect did not remain significant after p-adjustment (β=-0.023, SE=0.0099, t=-2.323, p<0.05, FDR-adjusted p<0.1). No other age-based
effects or interactions were significant.
The effect of interlocutor sex was not significant, indicating that interlocutor sex did not have an effect
on speaker speech rate independently. However, the interaction between speaker sex and interlocutor
sex was significant (β=-0.068, SE=0.027, t=-2.478, p<0.05, FDR-adjusted p<0.05). The reference level
for sex is female, so the interaction term indicates the effect of male interlocutors speaking with male
speakers. Since the coefficient is negative, it indicates that male speakers spoke faster while speaking
with male interlocutors, regardless of the interlocutor’s baseline speech rate. No other sex-based effects
or interactions were significant.
Interactions with the interlocutor’s baseline speech rate would have indicated an effect on convergence.
A significant effect for the interaction with the speaker age variable would have indicated that convergence is affected by the age of the speaker, and a significant effect for the interaction with the interlocutor’s age would have indicated that speakers converge to varying degrees depending on the age of
the interlocutor. Similarly, an interaction with the sex variables would have indicated that speakers of
different sexes converge to a different degree, or that speakers converge to a different degree depending on the interlocutor’s sex. Finally, convergence with the speaker’s baseline speech rate could have
indicated that faster speakers converge to a different extent than slower speakers. However, we found
no such significant interactions, suggesting that either demographic variables and speaker’s baseline
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speech rate do not have a strong effect on convergence or our measurement is unable to capture such
effects. Our model shows that the effect of interlocutor baseline rate on speaker rate is fairly small,
and therefore the differences in degree of convergence based on interlocutor baseline rate would be
difficult to find.
Given that the conversations in question are between strangers, there is no reason to assume that speakers would have knowledge of their interlocutor’s baseline rate. Rather, they would respond to the
observed speech rate within the conversation, which the baseline rate estimates. It is likely that the
speaker’s speech rate would more greatly resemble the actual speech rate of their interlocutor, which
was observed in conversation, than what is suggested by convergence to baseline rates. Interactions
with the actual speech rate (IS ) may have markedly different patterns.
Other studies (e.g. Levitan et al., 2012; Namy et al., 2002) have found that mixed-sex pairs demonstrate
the most convergence, while male-male pairs converge the least. This study did not find any differences
in convergence between men and women or between mixed and same-sex pairs. As mentioned, the
effects are quite small for convergence, and it could be that this measurement is not sensitive enough
to capture these differences. Another possibility for these disparities is that the convergence which
was found in other studies but not reflected in this study stems mostly from external conversational
pressures. These pressures are exactly what this paper’s proposed method excludes, and therefore it
would be reasonable for other studies which did not exclude these pressures to find increased convergence or increased nuances in their findings compared to the results found here. It is also possible that
the difference lies in the type of conversation undergoing analysis. The Switchboard corpus contains
casual conversations between strangers over the phone. In other studies, participants were speaking
on a very particular subject related to the experiment at hand (i.e. the map task in Pardo, 2006), or in
an interview setting (such as in Kendall, 2009). Unlike the telephone conversations represented in the
Switchboard corpus, typically in these tasks the participants were physically present, even in cases involving a divider or some other obstruction of visual input between them. In these studies, participants
may have behaved differently, or felt different pressures to converge (e.g., different situations may
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affect speakers’ interest in appearing friendly or likeable, see Putman and Street Jr., 1984). In other
words, sex differences in convergence may be situation-specific. It would be critical, then, to consider
the type of situation at hand in the analysis of any findings.

V

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Study 1 used a novel measurement of speech rate calculation to replicate known findings for speech
rate: male speakers speak faster (Jacewicz et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2006; Kendall, 2009), and older
speakers speak more slowly (Duchin and Mysak, 1987; Harnsberger et al., 2008; Horton et al., 2010).
Study 2 showed (a) that speech rate is largely predicted by a speaker’s behavior in other circumstances,
(b) that speech rate is affected by the interlocutor’s speech rate, such that slower interlocutors lead to
slower speech, and faster interlocutors lead to faster speech, and (c) that speaker speech rate is affected
by the identity of the interlocutor. Speakers spoke categorically slower to older speakers and male
speakers spoke categorically faster while speaking with other male speakers.
In our study, the baseline rate for each speaker is estimated using the mean speech rate of the interlocutor or speaker in all other conversations, where speech rate is calculated using the expected duration
of words. It would be possible to extend other methodologies to estimate the baseline rate using other
means or to use other measurements of similarity in behavior. For example, a recent study by Solanki
et al. (2015) uses techniques designed to recognize attempts to forge another’s speech. Their method
builds models of speaker and interlocutor behavior and compares speech in conversation to each of
these models. Similarity of a speaker’s speech to their interlocutor’s model can indicate convergence.
Preliminary data uses speech taken from the beginning of a conversation (the first task of a series of
cooperative tasks) to build a model of each speaker’s behavior, and later speech in the conversation
as test speech. Given more extensive data, it would be possible to build models of speaker and interlocutor behavior on speech outside of a given conversation (models built on S¬I and I¬S ), which
would avoid conversational interference. Another approach could build on the method used in Levitan
and Hirschberg (2011), which compares the speech of a speaker in a given conversation with various
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baselines. One comparison was between the speaker’s speech and the interlocutor’s speech in the same
conversation (SI and IS ). The method could be extended in a similar way to our own study by using instead the comparison between the speaker’s speech and the speech of their interlocutor while speaking
in other conversations (SI and I¬S ).
Study 2 also checked whether demographic properties affected convergence and found no significant
effects. However, there were effects of interlocutor identity on speaker’s speech rate. Speakers spoke
categorically slower with older interlocutors, independently from the interlocutor’s speech rate, and
male speakers spoke categorically faster with other male speakers. Although this was not convergence
per se, it is still interesting that changes in speaker speech rate are conditioned on the identity of the
interlocutor. Such results mirror a more socially-motivated interpretation of convergence, in which
speakers do not only copy the other party’s speech rate (cf. Pickering and Garrod, 2004), but rather
converge as a result of social interaction.

VI

CONCLUSION

Previous studies have shown that speakers converge with their interlocutors, but, with certain notable
exceptions (Staum Casasanto et al., 2010; Webb, 1972), did not rule out the possibility that convergence is driven by shared conversational properties, rather than by influence from the interlocutor’s
speech properties. The present results demonstrate that at least for speech rate, speakers do converge
with their interlocutor’s baseline behavior in an ecologically valid setting. This provides strong support
for previous findings on convergence, especially those on convergence in speech rate (Kendall, 2009;
Putman and Street Jr., 1984; Webb, 1972), and suggests that previous findings were not based solely
on conversational factors affecting both parties separately. The proposed method shows a particular
advantage over methods used in extant research, in that it allows comparisons between speakers’ behavior in a given setting with baselines established in other settings. This paper used the method to find
convergence to the interlocutor’s baseline in speech rate, but it could be straightforwardly extended to
other types of convergence such as VOT, pitch, and other spectral properties.
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NOTES

1

For a review of sociological factors shown to affect speech rate see Jacewicz et al. (2009).

2

Models that conditioned on education did not have a significant effect on speech rate.
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